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Jason Callender(01/21/1981)
 
i was born in barbados, and i was a very happy child. My mother decided to
move back to jamaica to be with her mother, and thats when i realized my
grandmother was sick and died her name was Joyce Johnson i hav never felt love
from another human being since. I was now living in jamaica, where life was
different but i enjoyed it every second. Then i went to college in daytone beach,
and then moved to orlando, and then  i moved back to jamaica, and my poetry is
a reflection of my life so please enjoy.i am a very spiritual person and do belive
that there is a connection to the universe and if u make it you can truely be
happy and the universe will take care of u. The universe did give me four
beautiful children Petrona Callender, Jayda Callender, Daja Callender, and Eva
only people who really matter to me they are y i wake in the morning.
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A Lion Will Guard His Master
 
It is better to have one lion
then to have one hundred sheep
who will fall asleep
just as they did Jesus
in Gethsemane
it will not be easy
to tame the beast
cause he is violent
when running the street
but allow me to be
u may never understand
i'm here for protection
the main purpose of the man
As God intended his master plan
what i have inside
is to keep us alive
many prey at night
lurking in the dark till morning light
 
Jason Callender
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A New Beginning
 
Ay yes the new begininng
sun is shining
life is truely a blessing
im truely happy
with my new baby coming
the bible really knows
because there is the book of job
who god choose
to be his own
he knew he wasnt alone
god gave him his own
god always provides
he's the reason im alive
it makes me smile inside
i truely feel blessed yes
i do posess the anointest
and thus do prividest
your always here with me
your angels they oversee
do this for me
always take care of all my seeds
you know when we talk its jus you and me
GOD
 
Jason Callender
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A Womans Wrath
 
A woman can make u feel high
as the sky
or they gona make you feel low
life 1000 degrees below
the snow
that's just how it goes
but i'm wise enough to know
and been down this road
nothing ever change
they all are the same
i played the game
but i shoulda bee wiser
most certainly smarter
like the aincient philosopher
king solomon
who spoke about woman
long before i begun
and said that he couldnt find one
to stand upright by his side
they all fell by the waist line
and they wonder why
why cant man and woman abide
stay together by
each other side
i think it started at the beginning of time
with adam and eve by his side
 
Jason Callender
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An Aquarian
 
Aquarious- powerful water can put out fires
take the shape of any container
and destroy an island forever
just swallow her
Yet is in every human being
and one of the worlds most valuable things
a most valuable resource
and will always run its course
i am deep as the ocean depths
sacred frontier only water can go yes
water has memory
as i can see
and is vital to all organs
especially the brain
so in order to attain
and asertain all things on earth
its apart of out birth
since the beginning of time
it will always be divine
 
Jason Callender
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Armagedon
 
i knew it was armagedon
when i analyzed to ones gone
they were pure of heart
from the start
and they wouldnt depart
so god took them home
and left the sinners to roam
hearts like stone
we prefer to be alone
on our phones
its a silent war
no gunfire from far
we did it to ourselves willingly
y cant you see
how far we have come from reality
you now live in dreams
things that are more like dreams
eat from fields
that make you sick
society's on the brink
next to be extinct
before you blink
we will sink
and all the wars you think
will cease to exist!
 
Jason Callender
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Asrtoligical Trijectory
 
astrological trijectory
our ancestors called it vudoo
celestrial matter from earth our mother
manifesting pure power
and this is the cause of the war
the oppressor
going against our mother
and everything our ancestor
laid for her
the vibration of our mother
i hear her clear
i gave you everything
and u didnt appreciate me
so you had to learn and see
how much you are apart of me
 
Jason Callender
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Babylon The System
 
babylon the system
is like a self made prison
mentally enslaved
what can i say
about this new world today
giving the mothers section 8
soon the father replaced
they giver her food stamps
nothing she can take to the bank
yet she is loyal
because they wear the pants
with no where to stay
you the dad start selling yay
another word for cocaine
selling everyday
just to make a way
untill u find jail
a free place to stay
now who is to raise your child
either a foster child
or they will be
with your extended family
because mommy
decided to work the pole
and sell her soul
money for the pussy
clear to see
that she also didnt have a daddy!
 
Jason Callender
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Betrayal
 
there will always be betrayal
it just depends on the level
its just the nature of man
which do not understand
why evil lurks in their heart
its been there since the start
from which you will never part
so I have to set myself apart
all alone
and walk this lonely road
only God know
 
Jason Callender
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Black Family Lost
 
the black man tries to hold on
to be strong
but the system has a plan
to destroy the land
man and his family union bond
but the black man tries to hold on
section eight
emphasizes hate
for the black race
take the father out of place
so the father is no longer in the home
the kids can now roam
where they take all the young girls
expose them to this sex world
this is obsurd
polititians involved in pizzagate
where they rape
young girls and boys
they become their toys
which they torture
for their own pleasure
the kkk is a system of hate
for the white race
to dominate
the fate of the black race
and you are not even awake
you are a happy slave
go to work everyday
smile in their face
would do anything for the white race
cause ur lost out of place
upside down nigga
for u i pull the trigger
bombs drop right now in syria
babies die in their stroller
being walked by their mother
no one cares
watch tv and stare
what is going on
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how long will these atrocities carry on
 
Jason Callender
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Caught Up In The System Y Mothers Do This To Their
Children
 
caught up in the system
why mothers do this to their children
pay close attention
you are destroying them teaching them to beg for food
later what will they do beg from who
section eight
never a nice place
drugs sold and rape
why would u not want a child to be with his father
who is his or her protector
you work and neglect her
someone abuses her
because she isn't with her father
daycare not good for youth
i tell you the truth
you destroy thier mind
so please think and be kind
show them the other side of hate
what they need in their case
is just pure love
a family setting
something that joy will bring
make them want to sing
think twice
before you ruin a childs life
it took two
so u know what to do
do what is right
for your child
he or she needs a father in their life
for life!
 
Jason Callender
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Charge It To The Game
 
charge it to the game
in a lifestyle fit for fame
money is the aim
anything we will slang
its just the way it is in the street
aint no way to eat
so we chose to survive
we choose to stay alive
by staying up all night
trying to get right
selling that riggggggtttt
hustle and fight
make it to the top
on your block
where bodies drop
45 to the head
most wind up dead
or in jail
long sail
all for the fame
charge it to the game
to my friend Ali that will never be free
hold ur head up high
u hear homie
always remember to me
you a mutherf@*g G
tripple OG
stand for something
or die for nothing
its the principle in the street
cause its how we eat
evil in my rearview
police about to chase you
so what do you do
put they ass on a chase
or else u going to catch a case
so make sure
the ride aint yours
no evidence
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its quite evident
i study crime i get mine!
 
Jason Callender
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Contraversy
 
Unfulilled promises
i live as is
the earth
from which our birth
has been our mother
and our provider
how is it we hurt her
Obama oil spill for months
is a savior
the truth in my eyes
makes me despise
their lies
its obvious im oneva kind
an awsome mind
who only see's the truth
ever since i was a youth
ive kept it to myself
trying to aquire wealth
i was a fool
to ever go to their school
which holds no truth
plilosophies to fit their agenda
all of the propoganda
sent to us from the media
but i only trust and believe in the saviour
as well as myself
not riches ive gained true wealth
My three little girls
my world
no one gav them to me
i took them from their mother
like a real gangster
corresed her
and injucted her
with my pearl
and had all girls
the deapth of my mind
in time will undermind
any opression which is a crime
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and i will live
with which the earth has give
 
Jason Callender
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Cosmic Conect
 
we have changed so much
that they can now walk amoung us
u werent even paying attention
too busy looking at your samsung
they evil of the earth
has reared its head
again as a trick  in the dark
to tear the world apart
as it tried in the start
when the world had to part
the great flood
from the waters above
they stop at my comand
mother earth she demand
that we take care of her land
we asked her to stay
she said yes so we shound never betray
how many of her spieces have we taken away
so tragic to say
the earth cries out from within the dark
you keep drilling her as she falls apart
so it will get dark
if you do not learn to respect her art
from the master designer
we were to take care of her
lest you forget
the cosmic connect
matter in conscious manifestation
father of creation
in this new dimension
i am one
with the universe
i am one
with mother earth
i am one
with myself
i am one and can be nobody else!
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Jason Callender
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Dedicated To My Daughters Petrona, Jayda And Daja
Callender
 
I never realized i never fully loved
until i saw my daughter
until i held her
i love her for no reason
i love her in every season
as i held her for the first time
she changed my life
an extention of me
so beautiful to see
i am her daddy
i guard her with my life
talk to her day and night
from morning light
i need to hear her voice
without a choice
i've never needed someone in my life so much
i remember when u were in your mother stomach
i would sing to you
and you would move
so i knew what to do
to calm you
ur soo sincere
i hate to see you shed a tear
jus know your daddy will always be here
for you no matter what you do
i will always stay tru to you
wrong or right
i will be at your side
 
Jason Callender
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Depression
 
lord i have a question
im trying to figure our this lessen
i just walked out of heaven
and had to leave my children
because the mother is a problem
i should be strong
but its been so long
i cant hold on
its like an old song
that brings tears to your eyes
that makes you cry
where do i begin
is it because of my sin
this life im supposed to live in
like a judgement for my decision
but i must carry on
move on
cant keep going back to the past
how much could i last
puf puf no pass i need all my grass
so kiss my ass
the cure for my depression
my meditation
the right iration
the cure for the nation
 
Jason Callender
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Dnt Worry About Those Gone
 
if they were meant to be by your side
they will be there at the end of the ride
at the end of your life
just know they will be with you at night
the one who's always been there
who always cares
who always shares
who takes care and prepares
for you
love hurt and pain
comes from trying to gain
what wasn't yours from the beginning
some are there for just one night
in your life
so enjoy your time
because what's mine is mine
I leave her
like a bird
free as can be
so she can see
where she wants to be
with my mind at easy
because for me
I chase money
 
Jason Callender
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Dreamchaser (The Uncommon Breed)
 
When you are chasing after your dreams
your life has meaning
its something only you are seeing
so never stop believing
never stop dreaming
make your dreams reality
the only failure to me
is not chasing the dream
your dream is for you to see
believe me
you can be anything you want to be! ! ! ! !
 
Jason Callender
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Drug Infested Streets
 
drug infested street
but these kids must eat
but this is not who they were meant to be
product of circumstances
not enough chances
no playground for us
maybe an abandoned bus
needles on the floor
we deserve more
for sure
but politicians get money when we go to jail
then the system makes money when we post bail
police take the drugs and make sales
while more and more
go through the revolving door
in and out the system
look at what we created for our children
this is not living
its surviving
we can do so much more
i am sure
but greed and money
have made life no longer funny
no smiles
not even on a child
hard life is seen everywhere
and the kids do not care
they only want to make it out of here
and continue life
sounds about right
but will they survive the night
be careful on ur all night flight
just rtying to see morning light
 
Jason Callender
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Education For Her
 
i feel sorry for those who pat so much for education
yet they know nothing
for the mother
who doesn't understand her daughter
because she doesn't respect her
she doesn't feel for her
and forgot to get to know her
to teach her
most important to love her
that's why she also has a father
a different kind of love
its the one from above
who knows all of us
inside out
knows the words before the come out
of our mouth
i speak this to you
because i know its true
feeling sad and blue
he's there for you
is always beside you
he has been there for me
every second i was able to see
how much he loves me
he is heavenly
because him i cannot see
but him i do feel
any situation
that you come upon
fear no one
he's right there
never run and hide
he wants you to feel alive
have no fear conquer your fear
he is always there
and he cares
he showed me true love
the kind from above
use faith like a weapon
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it was his most precious gift given to me his son
every battle won
from whence it begun
 
Jason Callender
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Everything Has Its Reason
 
Everything has it's reason
everything has its season
learn to let go
loose control
and just let life flow
the true teacher is time
works every time
seen it with my own eyes
what troubles is my mind
but life has destiny
how its going to be
its not up to you and me
we are here to fulfill the purpose
not know to us
but i do trust
in a supreme power not seen
but is very real
has always been there with me
right by my side
every single time
so i do not trust what my eyes see
eventually time will show me
how everything will be
do not stress
smoke sess
and realize you are blessed
free up your mind
works every time
its just a balance to life
and i must survive
the night to the morning light
 
Jason Callender
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Feed The Wold Inside You
 
there are two wolves inside of you
they tell you what to do
depending on which of the two
that you feed
dont give into greed
plant a richeous seed
and you will see
the way life should be
in reality
dont get caught in the illusion
and confusion
you will get a head contusion
trust in the almighty one
in urself
trust in ur wealth
eat natural good for your health
h20 is the best
its easy to go
down the wrong road
but where it goes
no one knows.
 
Jason Callender
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Fellas Trus An Believe Me Its The Truth See
 
ima tell u the truth as i know
from deep down in my soul
a woman is cold
and the only thing i seen close
is a great white shark
that shreds someone apart
has a real big mouth
and swimms all about
roaming the deep
they get no sleep
always on a mission
no matter what they been given
aint changed since the garden of eden
so you better listen
guard your feelings
this is a given
cause everything else they taking
and they hating
and they gona be screamin
when they leavin
but when they move in
hugs, kisses, and coochie
nigga u better off with a smoothie
shit bout to get topsy turvy
dont saw i didnt warn u G
u better listen to big homie
and yes i love pussy
but she gota be gone in the morning
 
Jason Callender
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Fire On A Flag
 
division is the problem
that we now face with creation
individuality has led to democracy
a new idieoligy
which and a huge responsibility
which has become a tragedy
the global market
selling clothes
selling your soul
most don't even know
which way to go
down the road
so down they go into the rabbit hole
i don't like my face
i should replace
i don't like my lips
u sink like ships
need a new bag
yet you show no love
u wouldn't give a poor man a dime
u see him being poor as a crime
brings a tear to my eyes
i sit back and watch your evil plots
pharmacuticals dropped
in your pharmacy stores
for mothers of the poor
to go kill their child
cause they cannot survive
one more soul
so you have to go
but the father says no
the most important person in your life
is who you sleep with at night
they can save your life
tell you what is right
that's what i have been chosen to do
so do what is right
in nature's eyesight
and live your life!
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Jason Callender
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From The Heart
 
this is just how i feel from the heart
ever since the start
ive just been me
however i wanted to be
didnt care how the world viewed me
i just decided to be
happy and free
and listen to nobody
it was rough
learned a whole lot off stuff but
im happy enough to say
ive enjoyed living every day
i went down a rocky road
but like the tatto on my back says
God Knows
and has showed me
my destiny
i put my life in his hands
he knows my master plan
i jus hope he ovastands
that on my journey to be a man
there were things i didnt understand
but he overplanned
and now i see his masterplan
 
Jason Callender
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Furgson Shooting
 
Its hard to bear
what i hear
loosing so many lives this year
the black life is worth something
yet we are killed for nothing
whites cannot take the drama
they do not want another president Obama
a black man in power
So kill them all they say
the chief says
do not make them live another day
they shoot us down
beat us on the ground
spray pepper spray
in our face
Set the dogs on us
and in the police you trust
when will you stand up
so much power
yet they kill every hour
if u do not unify
then do not cry
everytime one of your child dies
 
Jason Callender
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G-Code
 
The streets have rules
that show you what to do
how to survive
this carzy life
You could loose your life in one night
We miss you Dreal
You had a heart of steel
Snoop showed me the truth
as a youth
how to survive in the street
how to get away from the police
To my cousin Drew
When i lost you
I didnt know what to do
we used to ride everyday
i dont know what else to say
you showed me love
like love from above
damn i miss u cuz
i know ur an angel now
watch ova ya boy
 
Jason Callender
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Genocide Of The Mind
 
the true genocide
that has happened to mankind
has happened in our mind
we have become very unkind
which is the basis of being civilized
when i was a child
i saw how the world should be
through my eyes
i realized
something i could not deny
the empathy i felt in side
now lets try to explain
the hurt and pain
when they cut off your arm
and u are now mamed
in allah's name
that is a damn shame
peverty everywhere
its a scare
to see the burnt bodies on the floor
burned to the core
women raped every day
what can i say
its to allah they prey
but whats wrong is wrong
we need more poety more songs
to bring about a light
so people start doing what is right
and save life
 
Jason Callender
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Hail The King Selassie I
 
Ruler elect
the one who said to reflect
with your mind
taught us to be kind
stood up infront of mankind
but he was ahead of his time
even though he came right into season
he is the reason
so listen keenly
he is the almighty king
the one who was risen
to bring
forth the message in Geneva
while his people were under slaughter
and he heard laughter
and said me today you tomarra
he is the true risen savior
there is none other found worthy
heavenly nor earthly
then the angel said behold the lion of the tribe of Judah
has prevailed to be the world saviour
he is my father.
 
Jason Callender
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Heal Earth Heal
 
with so much devastation on the earth
it truely hurts
what about the bees
what about the trees
what about you and me
saving the earth for our babies
why cant they see
they only feel greed
pharmaceutical companies, factories
polluting our skies
and no one asks why
and they just deny
or pay off some guy
to tell a lie
to the public's eyes
what about our sea's
which produce fish to eat
we have polluted them too
and BP just payed u
to surpress the truth
so everything has its price
well it's not right
what is the meaning of life
to do what is right
and to survive save lifes
 
Jason Callender
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Hell On Earth
 
i will never forget jail
it felt like hell
not being able to see the birds
or hear my children's words
something i'll never forget
so what do u expect
of me but to be a G
trust nobody
it was a so called friend
that caused my end
and end up in the pen
if i ever see him again
it will be his end
it was a time i needed alone
go in my brain an zone
and realize my house was not a home
it was sleeping with the enemy
that was my tragedy
trusting somebody
who hated themself
its like asking for death
loosing ur soul
and u dnt even know
all because of trusting
its the worst thing
 
Jason Callender
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Higher Level Mental
 
im obviously on a higher level mental
energy like a cell
i am one with the sun
from whence everything begun
what is a religion
i see everything through nature
the universe our great mother
the unseen energy
which gave us the sun
from whence everything begun
the energy power source
conect to my cebral mental
and dowload information necessary
for survival in this planetary
realm of existence extention
of my existence
even though my pressence
has been since the beginning of existance
thus my pressance
opening the stargate of woman
to carry on
i am electronic bionic
existing in this planet
feel my pressence
the vibration
i can remember back in time
before the destruction of mankind
when we were divine
of a diffferent mind
the new reconstructed mind
was the destrucion of mankind
you are not able to see
the tragedy
surrounding you cannot see
they destroyed the family
with the use of the radio music and tv
using ur pineal gland against you
so if u dont undrstand what they do
then how u can know what theyve done to you
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youve taken elephants out the jungle
for your amusement
how can this be entertainment
they should be free
like you and me
but we have no unity
so the perpetuation and destruction of society and life
however i have created paradise
for my life
cause to me thats right
and survive stay alive
conserve my life force
allow it to be enhanced
to a higher state
 
Jason Callender
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How Else You Going To Learn If You Don'T Get Hurt
 
If you wana learn
you gota get hurt
u gota take the hits
thats it
life is hard
but u gota go harder
you gota go farther
u gota be smarter
than ever
to overcome
for you to become
your true destiny
you build muscle mass by pain
you must strain
but in the end you will gain
after the showers and the rain
the sun will shine again
 
Jason Callender
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Hurt And Pain
 
use your hurt and pain
to bring you back to life again
you feel like what is there for me to gain
means you were lost in the dark
from Jah u did depart
so u must go back to the start
look into yourself
what did u treasure as your wealth
is it your health
or can u not see it because you are in dept
you try with a check
but mine comes from the one above
he shows me love
everything comes from him
my life i have given him
Selassie I is the king
from the begining
spiritual healing
from Giza to china
pyramids follow one line ya
but they dont tell ya
the foundation of the eartha
symbols from mother
 
Jason Callender
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Hypocricy Everywhere
 
what a world we live in
where should I begin
lets save our children
the hypocricy of the world
is really absurd
we need to save our baby girls
technology has us imprisoned
and hypocracy everywhere
and the people just don't care
what do you fear
no jobs
while the government robs
no job no food
so what im going to do
civil servant supposed to save
no police want to take u to jail
police will beat you down
to the ground
if u make a sound
do what they say
or you wont live to see another day
liscensed to kill
at their own will
and when you die
they will lie
and your family will cry
the system
wants all free minds in prison
if u cannot be controlled
you will be in a hole
23 hours lockdown
with no one around
we become animals in our cells
and no one can tell
when u get out
what your going to be about
they were supposed to help us change
but gave us more pain! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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Jason Callender
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I Am From Peace
 
im from a place of peace
a land of ease
where we can just be
no tragedy and no animosity
its the truth
from i was a youth
born by the sea
nobody troubled me
i was given
the ocean
and learned to respect her
and her awesome power
i often wondered about the deep
what would creep
so i would swim as far as i could see
nothing troubled me
i learned to respect her
she was my treasure
she made me feel free
like the breeze
i would feel
as i danced in the rain
some think im insane
but the world i have gained
i saw everything
and life i would bring
my children
that was my mission
now to be
the best daddy
is all there is for me
i still go to her
and be with her
sometimes i just look
it hurts my heart how this new generation
has so much pollution
and is on a path to destruction
they have lost their direction
but what they do not know
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is down the road
you have no where to go
so,
u should already know
look deep into your soul
love the trees
love the bees
love the ants and the seas
we are one family.
 
Jason Callender
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I Cry
 
I cry
with tears in my eyes
how i feel inside
without my girls my by side
daddy loves u with all my heart
i wish we'd never have to be apart
this is the only way to let u know
how much i love u so
i wish i never had to go
only god knows
i've lost my soul
now i don't know
i wanted u close to me
so i could be the best daddy
but it wasnt meant to be
but you will always be my heart
always from the start
my lov will never part
i will always be here
i will always care
you hav nothing to fear
my dear
i love my children with all my life
theres no room for anyone else in my life
 
Jason Callender
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I Smile
 
i smile i smile
today mother Daenya gave birth to my child
i cant deny
the absolute love inside
she traveled at night
she has come into my life
God is alive
i can't wait to see her smile
my my wonderful child
Daenya i will always be by your side
your so sweet inside
you'll always be mine
Thank you again for my child
my baby girl
so precious in this world
more than any diamond or pearl
i will guide u right
and teach you about life
take care of the birds and the bees
save the trees
these things you will need
walk with your head high
know that you are my child
and daddy and mommy lov you with all our life
 
Jason Callender
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Ima Bullet
 
i'm very much like a bullet
so be careful if you pull it
more care full where you point it
cause once it lets loose
there's nothing you can do
the street raised me
plain to see
product of the street
its where i feel happy
but so many without a daddy
thats the only tragedy
its necessary in the word FAMILY
ladies keep your legs closed
dont take off your clothes
dont get hooked anything up your nose
cause then only God knows
money for wars
while most starve
money for cars
put fathers behind bars
acting like movie stars
but the biggest game that is played
is they flood the street everyday
while niggas trying to get paid
but get played
right to jail
now you fail
stuck in hell
now your problems begin
life in the pen
or years gone in
ima teach you about a reverse sting
where all u gota bring
is your money
you think you gettin it low key
but as soon as you make the buy
you could say goodbye
get ready for that trip up the road
where no one wants to go
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Its Better To Have Loved And Lost
 
its better to have love and lost
than to have never loved at all
we all stand tall
but never see the fall
eternal kings
then her love she brings
its as sweet as the birds sing
until that fateful day
when you must walk away
nothing is here to stay
it can happen to anyone
to have loved and lost someone
then u know the feeling
being in complete state of awe
i thought u were a star
from another galaxy not to far
then found out who you really are
i hate ungrateful
people
 
Jason Callender
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Jamaica Land So Beautiful
 
Its the natural beauty of the island
something i understand
go to blue mountain
come you will feel the passion
of this land
go to helshire beach
and be at peace
drive along the coast
you will fall in love for sure
Jamaica will make you want more
go horseback riding in the hills
turn on the thrills
rafting at animal farm in montego bay
is the real getaway
Jamaica makes you want to stay
sunsets in negril
where should i begin
is it the jerk chicken
or our standard of living
if you are not a believer
come rafting along copse river
 
Jason Callender
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Just Be!
 
when your time aint yours
at work like doin chores
same shit everyday
waiting till friday
to get paid
well to me thats insane
id rather slang and bang
being more like a revolutionist
i have a purpose
not too many understand us
but in God i trust
while some lust
in Jah Rastafari I N I Trust
this is just what comes in my dome
while i sit at home
my mind roam
i love to sit alone
and just think
of how to just be!
be happy!
be me!
u only wish u could see!
or for a second feel
this carribean breeze
while these treez put my mind at ease!
 
Jason Callender
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Just How I Feel
 
Just How I Feel
 
 
 
i learned how to survive eat in the street
 
everyone that i meet
 
i enjoyed the ride
 
ive lived the life
 
like obama i feel a change
 
things are not the same
 
the only joy that i feel
 
is when my kids are with me
 
i have to morph the man
 
create and understand
 
ive entered a new land
 
yes i ovastand
 
God's master plan
 
my kids changed my life
 
am i really gona live right
 
i dont have a choice
 
when i hear their voice
 
i think how can this be
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there just like me
 
i appreciate them God
 
from the bottom of my heart
 
i do nothing but smile
 
when i look in their eyes
 
 
 
                        Jason M Callender
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Kemetic Knowledge
 
from the land of chem/ khem which means burnt
the color of our skin
the tetrahedron particle within
its the black in your skin
the knowledge which lies within
in your dna
what more can i say
yet u pay to go to school everyday
to get a miseducation
to allot your degression
cause they have a mission
and they cannot ease up on
world domination
their masterplan
from which i sat from high and overstand
but they know not the truth of the power of the bees
the know now why i made the trees
which they bomb at ease
but just know with out these we cannot eat
cant you see
the real war is on you and me
open your eyes
look deep inside
remember and come back alive!
 
Jason Callender
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King Selassie I
 
which way to go
along that fork in the road
only Jah knows
his love is everlasting
the joy he brings
most have to sing
its like marriage with the ring
an amazing thing
Selassie came in 1966
such a gift
to the people of jamaica
made us so much greater
we knew he was the creator
 
Jason Callender
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Lies Lies Lies To Our Eyes
 
lies lies lies
right before our eyes
and I cant deny
so I must try
to make this world survive
they are destroying the earth
for what worth
the future of our kids
have no where to live
is that it
drilling for oil
no matter what you destroy
the fish in the sea
cannot even breath
thanks to BP
and all they had to do was a payoff
japan
and their nuclear poison
have flooded the ocean
bombs on  babies
killing of innocent families
and I am to believe
that these people are free
and this is our destiny
to me I see nothing but tragedy
how the system is designed to break up the family
yet no one can see
why have you become so weak
why are you afraid to speak
well not me
im raised to be who I want to be
 
Jason Callender
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Life
 
This beautiful thing called life
even though it can be lost in one night
i'm glad i haven't lost sight
and thank God for the right
many people have come and gone
but i am not the only one
to notice the change
even though many things stay the same
some call life a game
winning's the aim
I know i cannot live for ever
but the world will remember
my name
Jason Marc Callender
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Life Is A Gamble
 
who is to know
how it will go
how will the dice roll
what direction will the breeze blow
why is life such a gamble
so quite un-understandable
seems more like a battle
i'm under attack
and i must fight back
such a subtle blow
can take your soul
so just know
how do you know which way to go
when you reach that fork in the road
i've felt my whole life
i've tried to do what i thought
was right
and like that one night
i saw the light
will i get the ace
for the straight
a risk i'm willing to take
like seeing the cops
and u still post up on the block
cause u hot
its all u got
the respect u get
putting your life on the neck
like walking in the bank to cash a check
you bought in the project
but you say yes
cause you blessed
and you put your life on the line
just to get by
 
Jason Callender
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Life Is A Rollacoaster
 
Life is like a rollacoaster
its about up's and downs
when you'r up
you'r about to go right back down
its a scary fall
you feel an adrenalin rush
but guess what
you'r about to go back up
life is over when the rides done
so enjoy your ride
its all u got
ride it till the wheels fall off
its the most exciting time
its the time of your life
live it like its your last night
because it just might
walk though those closed doors
like you never did before
i want you to explore
my favorite word is more
this is how i feel
this has been my destiny
to be free
i was born to be me
its my intelligence see
one day i will be a memory
but its more important to me
to live and die free
 
Jason Callender
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Lions
 
put a lion in the jungle i will survive
put a lion in paradise he will strive
that was me in america trying to stay alive
up late at night
goons lurkin broad daylight
behind tints
dont even blink
cause as u quint
thats it
be the lion or the prey
be it as u may
one day one day
as martin would say
but what he didnt understand
was babylon's masterplan
to take the young black man
and make him put hiself in isolation
in correctional faccilitatian
they pay to stay
work for 50 cents per day
do as the correctional offer say
i seen it all with my third eye
and i couldnt deny
myself a try
But believe and trust in I and I
i seen too many loose thier lives
i cant change time
i realized
the earth was already mine! ! ! ! ! !
 
Jason Callender
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Livin A Lie
 
im sorry to say i lived a lie
had someone by myside
who wouldnt care if i was alive
she just woudnt treat me right
but it was something about her mind
she just couldnt let go
she kept down that road
if you cant controll your mouth
im out
i call her a mental terrorist
how many nights i never slept
back and forth arguing about the check
a material girl
in another world
i just couldnt save
she wouldnt behave
a good sex slave
but there was so much i could take
and im no fake
im the real one
from my life begun
i run!
from anyone
who not just as happy as me
its plain to see
im so happy
to be free!
my mind is clear
i no longer live in fear
 
Jason Callender
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Love
 
love is ups and downs
in and arounds
but what is all boils down
is the light inside
does she make it shine
does she make u feel alive
do you miss her eyes
do you miss her when she's not by ur side
with her I want to spend all my time
I never found a woman like that in life
but I can tell u that's how much I love my children
they gave me a new beginning
they own my heart
and for them my love will never part
they are my blood
angels from above
reincarnated manifesting showing me pure love
it's them I learned it from
so yes
I am selfish
and giv them
my children
my all my everything
Petrona Joy Callender Jayda Esther Callender Daja Ligia Callender Eva Sunshine
Callender Jason Marc Callender. My everything I want for nothing!
 
Jason Callender
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Love (The Unbridled Horse)
 
love the unbridled horse
strong as a ox
cunning as a fox
manage with care
into your eyes she stares
like a breath of fresh air
or a tsunami beware
she will whisper sweet things in to your ear
 
Jason Callender
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Love Em Dont Trust Em Women
 
everything in life happens for a reason
everything has a season
and it ends
i have lost friends
i have lost women
who were by my side
but didnt have my best interest in their mind
and thats fine
it was the closest ones who i thought had my back
who attacked
and everytime i look back
im better  being alone
in my zone
it aint notin to me
im born a G
and i now know trust nobody
so easy to see
i wont hurt myself
so ima stay to myself
build my wealth
do what i do
stay true to the street
cause thats where i eat
literelly financially monetary
learn from me if you give a woman your heart
she's gona tear it apart
its really not her fault
she's just built like that
she's following her instincts
so she thinks
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Mass Curruption By Govt
 
Mass Corruption-Poem by Jason Callender
You have become docile like a lamb
its as if you don't understand
what is going on
world corruption
everywhere pollution
more deforestation
as if you don't have a plan
and you don't want your children to inherit the land
working everyday
jus for a little pay
opportunity cost
I paid to be the boss
at no loss
the most important thing that's mine
is my time
you will not get all my energy
and then just pay me
ima BOSS G
make my own money
intelligent and free
cause I learned from the Street
 
Jason Callender
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Me
 
im meant to be me
im  unique
people may not understand me
its just because they cannot truely see
their eyes are cloudy
and thier heart is dirty
and they can't trick me
thats why they hate me
i care not about their feelings
if you are not close to me
i care not about their society
ima spiritual being
with a different way of seeing
and my own way of expressing
fool me once
fool me twice
but never thrice
im nice
im slick
im quick
and thats it
dont try to be me
you could never be
me! ! ! !
 
Jason Callender
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Meditation
 
you go out
in go in
and stay there
in celestrial air
without a care
without looking i stare
and get a glare
to what i need to see
whats important to me
i focus my consciousness
and think of my wellness
curing my chest
using my mentality at its best
the curious mind
so sublime
transversed in time
im a mental construct of time
i'm my own mind
in this time
in which ive seen
everything i needed to see
to go back and think clearly
on where i needed to be
 
Jason Callender
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Memoriess Of A Kingpin
 
If u ever going to listen
listen to a kingpin
g was raised by trini family
who would a thought he'd kill his family
to my nigga ali
that will never be free
even when he was out he was already in
by how he was livin
one day we was ridin
blanka also asked ali
why he killed his family
i saw the tears in his eyes
the same tears i saw in mrs audreys eyes
when she lost her child
so many children have died
so many mothers have cried
Thug in peace dreal
i know u kept the steel
who'd ever thought ud be killed
theres this story called my life
i thought only God could judge
the one up above
so please tell me
who dis cracker infront of me
talkin bout a jury
never me no co-defendant g
do my crime by my lonely
straight OG
follow a code
stay on da low
so nobody know
how i get dat dough
the unseen
thats me
i stay true to the game
so allot of things i aint sayin
 
Jason Callender
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Missing You
 
i thought i cried
when my cousin died
seen so many mothers cry
when their son lost their life
we just trying to survive
you know make it through the night
just to see morning light
what a wonderful sight
we are the lost ones who went astray
most had no where to stay
ended up in the street
its where we meet
where we get no sleep
the lost sheep
with no master
what a disaster
oh help  me father
this pain is real
its something i feel
i cant even sleep
it weighs on my mind
how much i love my child
and do not have them by my side
i can only ask God why
right now there's a tear in my eye
down my face they slide
i miss u cuz
you the only one who ever showed me love
now i know u above
tell God i understand
he has the master plan
and i'm just a man
tell God how the world so fake
and these kind of people i cant take
God's up high and i'm down below
and i know that he know
its been a long road
my hearts grows cold
i almost don't feel alive
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into the darkness i slide
 
Jason Callender
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Mother
 
sound vibrates
it makes and creates
there is no thing more precious than water
our deep black mother
inside our creator
primodial water
measurements through the golden number
everywhere in nature
and all her creatures
bees ad the birds
use symbols not words
the meaning for love has been lost
almost forgot
deeper meaning inside
look deep into my eyes
to know what goes on in my mind
connected to space
in a deep way
 
Jason Callender
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Mother Earth
 
mother earth gave birth to the world
and look what you did to her
like a slaughter
killer mother father and daughter
sold us to slavery
to make their world easy
such a tragedy
thrown off the ship
cause they thought u wouldn't make it
separated from out home
in a new world to roam
you took her diamonds and gold
most of which u stole
from the tombs of the kings
where should i begin
then u founded your new countries
with the wealth you seized
while the Ethiopians couldnt breeth
at war with the italians
brought to her knees
cause Selassie
the bombs that you dropped
the nerve gas attacks
we once predicted a falling star
who thought it was nuclear war
we have gone too far
respect the trees
save the bees
fall to your knees
and beg Mother Earth please
 
Jason Callender
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Mother Earth For Shes Worth
 
without hesitation
i see Selassie I meditation
comes natural to I ONE
LIKE FROM IT FIRST BEGUN
AND WE WAS ONE
WE HOVERED OVER THE WATERS
NOW LOOK AT OUR MOTHER
LOOK AT HER
POLLUTE HER WATER
WHEN WE SHOULD TAKE CARE OF HER
DO WE HEAR HER
CRY OUT
LISTEN DONT SHOUT
CLOSE YOUR MOUTH AND LISTEN INSIDE
SHES WAITING FOR YOU TO OPEN YOU-R EYES
HEAR HER CRY
I FELL HER INSIDE
I SEE THROUGH HER EYES NOT MINE
BLESS HER
ME MYSIEF AND I NOT ANOTHER BUT MOTHER EARTH
AND SELASSIE I JAH RASTAFARI
THE FATHER
 
Jason Callender
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Mothers
 
mothers are the beginning of a nation
goes back to creation
which was a separation
between woman and man
listen to gods words
do you not understand
she will be
a thorn in your heel
words of steel
the emotions you feel
its whats plain to see
mom the family broke down
you shoulda stayed around
you got me a new dad
but i loved the one i had
you taught me to break bonds
and just carry on
you say that im selfish
well i dont know what you expected
you left me as a kid
you know what you did
did u forget where u live
i thought i was the apple of your eye
your child
then u said goodbye
left me alone at night
but i overcome the fright
now i scream thug life
no dad thug life was all i had
and i aint mad
im glad
cause it made me stronger
and now im a better father
 
Jason Callender
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My Rider
 
A poem to my bike
I saw my baby wheel down today looking all sad so i took her out tried to start
her her battery was dead so i jumped ontop of her and gave her a kickstart boom
she was off and runnin. It was me and her in the rain together not a care in the
wold, but the breeze in our face she's made me bleed but i love her anyway. I
was just going too fast as usual lol it funny how our realtionship started i wasnt
expecting it, but im happy
                   
                          Jason M Callender
 
Jason Callender
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Never Failed Us We Failed Him!
 
i say i never failed
i only learned
the atmosphere is here there
and everywhere
its like the breeze
you cannot see
but you can feel
Selassie Selassie Selassie
why couldnt they see
that you were king
and here to bring
back your children
but they did not pay attention
so how do we get redemption
from the holy one
He and I are one
from time begun
as the sun
i walk with him throu time
he's always on my mind
being kind
to the ones that stand by your side
every time!
 
Jason Callender
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New World Order
 
Lies lies lies
spies in front our very eyes
but a good spy
who has set a prescadent for the youth
to always let the truth
but hes a man
he made a stand
pollution on a massive scale
how they play
with our environment every day
and the bees disappearing so we cant see
but we do need them nature to succeed
but because of greed
pollution of our sea's
destroying trees
think about the next generation
a super nation
takes care of its children
doesn't force mothers into prostitution
doesn't give a child a gun
he'll end up in prison
but they have their system
because of the television
they killed all the terrorist
so there's no longer a threat
yet everyday there are more deaths
is this the progress
and democracy they wanted to set
 
Jason Callender
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No Love
 
I will love you no more
you have made my heart sore
I will take no more
you took the light from my eyes
you took away my sunrise
and my heart went dark
and we had to part
why would I drink of hate
its all u have to offer on ur plate
so u must be replaced
did you not see your fate
funny ur now alone
yet u want to come home
but I found peace
put my mind at ease
no more police
uve always known I run the street
and refuse to listen to me
so u have to see
your new reality
after you walked out on me!
 
Jason Callender
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No More Love
 
iv'e made up my mind
that i must provide
so i'ma spend the rest of my life
leaving my kids a empire
iv'e tried time and time
again and again
trying to change
but i cannot control a female
i wont lie
iv'e tried
and they look me dead in the face
and lied
nothing is ever enough
i mean they make it tough
with no love its rough
the cold shoulder
as you get older
the love disappears
and love turns to tears
now your not here
my worst fear
but i must go on i mean carry on but from now on
i trust no one! ! ! !
 
Jason Callender
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No One Can Live Without Love
 
no one no matter who you are
could be dashing star
we all need love
we want to be held tight
each and every night
that's when you know its right
the moon shines bright
long talks on the phone
the moon on the waters we walk alone
hand in hand
we both are trying to understand
man and woman
will our heart beat as one
as when it begun
when i see your eye's they look like the sun
that bright light
that i need in my life
as i touch your face
i know you cannot be replaced
your here to stay
and i love you more every day
we both hold hands and pray
 
Jason Callender
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Not A Peom But Reading
 
1. I can achieve greatness ??One of the most influential things you can tell
yourself on a daily basis is that you can achieve greatness in life.
2. Today, I am brimming with energy and overflowing with joy ??Joy begins from
within and not from outside influences.
3. I love and accept myself for who I am.
??To love you is the purest and highest form of love.
4. My body is healthy, my mind is brilliant and my soul is tranquil. ??A healthy
body starts with a healthy mind and soul.5. I believe I can do everything. ??You
should repeat these words to yourself every day.6. Everything that is happening
now is happening for my ultimate good. ??There is no such thing as victims,
accidents or coincidences.7. I am the architect of my life; ?? I build its foundation
and choose its contents.
8. I forgive those who have harmed me in the past and peacefully detach myself
from them.?? The strength to forgive is what allows you to move forward and
grow as a person. You can forgive one thousand people and even if none of them
may forgive you, you will gain a sense of peace and freedom from within that
they will never be able to receive unless they share your forgiveness.
9. My ability to conquer my challenges is limitless and my potential to succeed is
infinite.
??The only limits you have are those you place on yourself. What kind of life do
you desire? 10. Today, I will abandon my old habits and take up more positive
ones.
??It is important to realise that any difficult times are only short phases in your
life. These times shall pass and along with your old habits will fade into a distant
memory. You are an adapting being with creative energy that surges through
your body and leads you to new and brilliant ideas. You must let this energy flow.
 
Jason Callender
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Overstanding
 
The world is cold
So as u get old
Watch Ur step
U dnt kno waz next
The powers that be
It's plain to see
They dnt want us free
We were to be led
And bob said
Di shakel in our head
Do u get it
The mark of da beast
Is in our head
And in our hand
It's money
 
Jason Callender
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Paid To Be A Slave
 
with my father gone
how was I to carry on
no one by my side
I still decided to ride
best choice of my life
how can u live with out being alive
ye staying up all night
breaking all rules
most of you do not have a clue
you are slaves
Babylon owns your brain
your insane
but your educated right
you payed for a education aight
paid to be a slave
you sit in your little cubicle
your told what to do
and what makes it worse you break your back
and get nothing back
at the end of the day
you get paid
and you and your boss go separate ways
we living the high life
while you worried about your work right
you missed your daughter graduation
cause your boss wouldn't give you that week vacation
when you gona learn
women in the business place are objects
there for men to disrespect
just take it and your check
while u look sexy and show off your breasts
the breakdown of the family
was the way to destroy society
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Pain
 
the world is full of pain
what can i say
we just live day by day
what do we gain
from all this pain
the heart grows cold
as the wind blows
you no longer feel it on your soul
you will never love again
because of the pain
with this blank stare
i no longer care
i no longer fear
no matter what you said
my feelings are dead
to feel like you are dead inside
i feel like iv'e died
a thousand times
and still keep coming back alive
to forget these memories iv'e tried
so many tears came from my eyes
now i wish i could cry
but not one tear will come from my eye
because this storm started as a child
six years old if i'm not right
when my mother took me out of my fathers life
i wish she had just stayed home
i know i wouldn't feel so all alone
a woman cant raise a man
its not apart of Gods plan
i just hope women understand.
Now u understand why my generation is so cold
just so now u know
don't say you weren't ever told! ! ! ! !
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People Taking Things For Granted And The Darkness
 
It's the ones who do not have it
that take things for granted
if you are nice to a person for a day
then they are happy today
but one day
if you are to say
sorry i don't have it
it almost seems tragic
you will see the flip
it's almost like a switch
so whats the point of giving in the first place
i better keep everything i take
if i ever become the boss
allota souls gona be lost
ima not going to hesitate
to eliminate
anyone who stands in my way
and that's from the bottom of my pit
the coldness of it
that is born in the dark
it slides apart
it meets where lights part
its been there from the start
prime evil existence
from whence
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Positive World
 
there's so much good in the world
and it should be this way
if only the positive mind would stay
but each day
what can i say
its like this thing
something like yang and yin
where should i begin
you have to focus on how u feel inside
control your mind
at all times
but how do you do this with the world so cold
only God knows
thats why i follow his code
the holy word
plays an intricate part in my life
even though im not always right
but i try
because i know there is a balance scale
im being weighed
my good and bad everyday
and everyday i pray
so i can stay
enjoy each day
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Predjudice
 
There is soo much prodjudice
i dont even believe in justice
people act like they dont notice
but i clearly see
you really dont appreciate me
even being outside
in the dark i must hide
so u dont see my face
cause you'll swarm the place
with all your hate
you like your kind in town
and dont like when im around
some can smile in your face
and be so filled with hate
they perpretrate your fate
enter into rooms
to plot on our doom
you had a silver spoon
and this's what you choose to do
i dont want your help
i can help myself
just give me respect
                     Jason M Callender
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Pt 1 New Series 'the Lie'
 
she wanted a king
so when she met him
he gave her everything
his child she wanted to bring
 
but the king had a vision
and he had to make a decision
the creator showed him with precision
that the life he was living
 
was a lie! pt1
 
Jason Callender
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Rasrafari Fruit
 
when you look at me
its destiny 
sunchild of the whombiverse
to see life for what its really worth
we are of the dirt
cosmic earth
i am the fruit that
rastafari has chosen
to teach the youth
of alpha and omega
man and woman foreva
let no one say another
these words from the father
be fruitful he said to me
because you posess th power in thee
yes we speak
i hear him clearly
so lovely yet never a voice
likea cool breese
universe finds a way to heal
all that breath
just teach the youth
the truth
as Selassie I told us to do
his words the truth!
words from the fruit
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Real Or Fake
 
if you fake you alive
cause all the real died
a long time
we are carbon copies of self
because of wealth
we were blessed
and turned away now stressed
a chosen people
now we are feeble
destroyed by disease
and we destroy the trees
which hold the cure
one day we all will be here no more
so im hope you are happy killing the world
this is obserd no money for the cure
only for war
so far
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Save Our Earth
 
paints a picture in my head  it brings back the feelings
brings me back to being a human being
capable of feeling, love like a miracle from above, like a dove flying high in the
sky
how can we deny, the earthly beings dwellings devastation through destruction
for who's plan? man! so many species going and you do not even care
destruction of plantlife
and then tell me to go to church and pay my tide
look a blind eye
because what the pastor teaches in a lie
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Save The Babies
 
save the children
save the babies
respect our ladies
why the war
why has it gone so far
bombs drop from far
up from high
they detonate before they even realize
drones in the sky
babies die
people flee from their home
looking for somewhere of their own
because of war
that has gone too far
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Say Goodbye And Goodnight For The Rest Of Your Life
 
when your woman says goodbye
and she doesn't want you in her life
say thank you and have a goodnight
she just did the best thing for you right
if she only knew
how much girls want you
and the things they say they gonna do
and its all true
i do what i do
so from the bottom of my heart thank you
for showing me what i don't want in life boo
misery loves company
but you wont get it from me
ima g
only bout my money honey
i got seeds
that i have to feed
so kick rocks
im back to the block
hustle non stop
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Seasons And Reasons
 
not everything has a reason
but everything has a season
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She Was
 
she was the sweetest girl
till she was blinded by diamonds and pearls
such a beautiful world
but was betrayed by the things that she heard
not what she would observe
pay attention to what u truely see
ur observatory
use u your memory
dig deep
go way beneath
we are born with five sences
to make sence
of all the nonsense
but actions speak louder than words
if u ever observe
so why does she deserve
the world
she will manifest for her baby girl
why dont the see the need
to be in a family
thats the biggest tragedy
food stamps and section eight
so now u hate
ur mate
not cool
what if it was done to you
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Short Term Goals Vs Long Term Goals
 
well i think goals are important
and we must plan ahead
so my short term goal is to roll this blunt
and my long term goal is to stay high for life
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Signs
 
these are the times
and these are the signs
war crimes
right before our eyes
a Syrian child
washed up on the sea side
then there was a world cry
but what if the picture had not been seen
the world wouldn't have intervened
they pollute the seas
and monsanto wants to kill the bees
with the fetilizer used on the trees
it started with the cloned food and a sheep
i lost sleep
and couldn't believe
that they would do
poison our food
companies pollute the air
and they do not care
its all about  a dollar
and no one care about another
look at the Japan Nuclear reactor
that has been seeping into the water
killing the fish of the sea
why am i the only one who can see
but ima use my gift of poetry
so i can get this message to everybody
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Signs Of The Times
 
there will come a time
where we will long to see the sunshine
hurling winds
mounted sins
where should i begin
like the tragedy
done to the sea by BP
We pollute the air
and people do not care
water used to be free
but i can clearly see
the horrors of the sea
are because of money and greed
a harder life for you and me
why cant they see
you cannot just keep taking from mother earth
from which gave us birth
for her it hurts
to see what we have done
who we have become
when is it going to stop
she will take back whats her's
if we do not take care of her.
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Some Men
 
some men are not men
they are not even living or alive
i wonder if they sleep at night
they live life go to school
follow the rules
yes they called me bad
it was all i ever had
i wasnt sad
i felt real glad
when i seen the look in girls eyes
something different inside
they could not hide
bad boy for life
its what turns her on
makes her think of you when she hears that song
but you wont be together for long
unless she's willing to press on
you pay her bills
i give her body chills
i hold her all night
make her loose all her pride
she wakes up feeling alive
she wants me by her side
now she's mine
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Sucess
 
sucess is a road
that you will have to walk alone
ever since i was young
i was told what could be done
because i had asthma
i was limited
but i didnt make it limit the things i did
i had to work harder
i had to be smarter
because i was at a disadvantage
and knew what i could handle
i made a limit
that was it
then i pushed it
to the limit
allot of people do not know
but i was alone
in the cold one night
of my life
i decided to stay alive
and so all alone
in the cold in a country i did not know
i decided to go
into my mind
and make a way
to survive
then i felt alive
for the first time
it made me smile
then i realized
that i didnt need anyone by my side
life is a competition
and everyone
wants to be number one
but i realized a long time ago i already won! ! !
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Supreme
 
i like living supreme
its better and any dream
cause i can see touch and feel
believe me
supreme being
i'm all seeing
right through you human beings
always know i was different
it was quite apparent
look at the life i live
most would give anything
its the joy i bring
a supreme team
from the start
and we never part
its me ans us
i ans me
who can really see
who you were meant to be
until u believe u can do and be anything you want to be
supreme being
manipulate time and space
i can never be replaced
once u enter my world
everything else is absurd
find me on the curb or street and night
the all night flight
i show u how to get right
live your life!
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Syrians Tragedy
 
The country ravished with war
people die everywhere they wish upon a star
to lead them to a safe place
but their homes replaced
with cold cold concrete
they have no food to eat
where will the babies sleep
the post tragedy of the spoils of war
they didnt know it would o this far
a country devastated
they never hated
i investigated
its because if money and greed
what fuels the beast
at night he creeps
for souls to keep
do not be disillusioned by the tricks they teach
you know them well even in your sleep
but you do no know they are messages of evil
so stay focused on the light
what is right
because everyday there is the fight
but the one you feed
will eventually be!
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Teaching My Baby Girls
 
to my darling child
be wary of the fake smiles
the only last for a while
then they come in the night
just a fact of life
 
trust no one
but God above
follow your heart
do not just love
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Thank You For Breaking My Heart!
 
i thank you for all the things ive seen
i thank you for ruining my dream
i realized i had the wrong dream
because everything was not as it seem
 
i woke up one day
and no longer wanted to play
your silly games
 
as we get out of bead
u mess with my head
no kiss on my forehead
i wish i was dead
 
is this what being trapped in a coffin feel like
with you by my side
so i choose life
i must survive
my brain will not die
its perfect inside
 
and while you say the worst things
now u seen what it brings
and i know u cannot live
i gave you all i had to give
and believe me u took everything
 
where should i start
you took my heart
my kids
for them u knew id give
anything willingly
but was so blind to see
how u were deceiving me
 
right before my eyes
a quick second I CRY!
how i feel inside
i asked God why
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and u know what he said
i forgive u my son your heart was just led
astray what can i say its a lesson u had to learn one day!
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The American Dream
 
The American Dream
it not meant for you and me
meaning the minority
so everything is not as it seems
poverty and distress
stress from no progress
and where we live the projects
its where we sell white
all night just to survive
to get money to buy food to stay alive
while these police try to take our lives
send us to hell
or send us to jail
the two choices and they wont fail
tell me why
i have to see miss Audrey, aunt Backy cry
when they heard their child died
they certainly tried
but where we live and survive trying to stay alive
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The Babies
 
black or white
every baby deserves their life
the gift of birth
to walk the earth
what they deserve
to see the sunlight
the gift of life
shoulnt be taken light
if my mother didn't give birth to me
my children wouldn't have seen
looking into their eyes
has been my everything
no greater joy
holding them in my arms
put them to sleep at night
these are the joys i like
so please stop the destruction
stop all abortion
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The Birth Of Satan
 
welcome to Christmas
the most evil time of the year
which savior
santa claus and his elves
you mean thieves
u destroy lives
this time of the year
mothers loose their mind
make fathers comit crimes
or sesll some dimes
end up in jail
over a sale
then aint no more xmas with you
behind bars
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The Conspiracy
 
governments lie
about wars where babies die
innocent loose their lives
who will survive
or who was right
will be decided by the side
that had more guns and bombs
and this is wrong
same old song
travesties done over time
and no one wonders why
they just continue the lie
i wish they would open their eye
look deep inside
bring a real change
to stop the pain and the bombs that reign
i have so much to say
but this is enough for today
save the babies mother father and child
all lives
matter and need to be alive
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The Dark Side To Life
 
There is a dark side to life
it lays dormant at night
everyone has another side
which they try to hide
its like yang and yin
been there since the beginning
and continues living
amoungst us like sin
it can make u do things
things u wont think
especially when i had my seed
and couldnt giv her what she need
it wasnt greed
but best believe
i hit da street
its being a fulltime hustler
where u are a customer
they called me docter j
prescriptions filled every day
just to survive
this is my life
but through it all
i learned a lesson
money isnt real
but it does steal
now i feel
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The Drug Called Love
 
The drug called love
we will all inevitable suffer from
but who will be the one
will it be a chosen
or will u give up and just get taken
love takes time
loves wants you to smile
love will give you a child
love begins in the mind
happens every time
and then your mine
ima take you on a ride
that will change your life
in just one night
ima make you addicted to me
your going to want to feel my body
and nobody
will make you feel like me
im that drug your drug called love
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The Game Of Love
 
you look into their eyes
you think you could never tell me lies
blinded by love from the start
you feel you will never part
remember you gave your heart
until they tear your heart apart
it feels like attack
like a stab in the back
how, when did it change
why don't u feel the same
so now I have to walk away
if u knew I wish I could stay
but the game you played
make me never be able to look in your face again
but in my heart you will remain
but i will never love again
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The Hunger
 
if i do not hit the street
i do not eat
its plain and simple to me
your parents tell you
to go to school
follow the rules
and do what you are told to do
but to me that's like being a slave
ima live for today
and not give a two hoots about what anybody says
hit the block and get paid
hope i dont end up in jail
making that sale
it seems im still a slave
end up in jail spend the rest of my days
less than minimum wage
i shoulda got a job
maybe i shouldn't  rob
dnt have a father figure around me
i wonder what will be
my destiny
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The New World
 
the new world has created barriers which we cannot cross
so when the Philippines suffers a loss
i want to help i want to give
but its as though they do not exist
tragedy everywhere
and it seems like no one cares
technology helps nobody
another tragedy
people starving
yet some are wasting
and not even helping
you cannot save them all
but we can help one
each one help one
it can be done
politicians need to be ousted
they cannot be trusted
they are not human beings
with feelings
or they would not be doing these things
help the society
children are hungry
people are dying
and they are lying
and worst of all not helping
however God is watching
so while you politicians are stealing
god is seeing everything
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The Prophet
 
life is based on
every decision
so if u make one
life goes on
but was it the right one
who knows no one
time is the teacher
love her
embrace her
like a lover
she is your keeper
love no one
but God and your kids! ! ! ! !
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The Right Woman
 
having the right woman by your side
you feel like bnonie and clyde
have the wrong woman by your side
u fall straight out the sky
amazing the motivation
or demotivation
such a separation
but a woman
will pick one
run u over like a truck
or hold your hand and pick you up
so do not get stuck
with the worst of your luck
misery loves company
and we need to love and be free
u feel me
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The Season Can Never Feel Free
 
Some people are in your life only for a season
and some are there for a reason
the worst thing for me
is to sleep with the enemy
you can never feel free
not the way life should be
i give my love freely
only to the one who shows me
love eternally
unconditionally
its nice to love
but to be loved
feels like love from above
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The Times
 
Signs of the times
government committing crimes
so many babies have died
drones in the air
from far above they stare
drop bombs
on loved ones
war in the air
war everywhere
the atmosphere
is where we need to care
for the earth to live another year
what happened to the fall of wall street
now many have nothing to eat
a whole generation
lost in the prison system
a whole nation
under the earth
living with the dirt
over drugs and guns
where do they come from
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The Trap
 
i made it out the trap
where we made money stack
but guess what
its exactly that
a trap
a way into the system
say goodbye to the life you are living
all the blessings
cause your going to prison
give away years
and end up with many tears
they have studied our fears
know that we care
and will take drugs into the street
to give our family something to eat
there are no jobs
so we must rob
do illegal activity to survive
just too stay alive
yet they deny
us even a try
a way off this road
cause you end up alone
cause it changes your mentality
forgetting about family
and concentrate on money
our only course of action
which is part of their plan
which is depopulation
of our land
and the media, phones etc
take away your attention
if u have a family
to the illuminati that's a tragedy
and they must come in between
leaving ur woman to take from the syastem
food stamps, section 8, they'll give you a place
sign the paper so they take ur childs father to jail
and you dont even care
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that now he wont be there
these are the signs
of the times
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The World So Cold
 
The world so cold
and i know
ive been lower than low
with no where to go
nowhere to sleep
i had to sleep in the street
but God always protected  me
i kept him by my side
the whole time
he was always down to ride
he never let me slide
i owe it all to him
where should i begin
its only he
can i thank for my family
and alowing me
to be me
some say they are your friend
the whole time plotting on your end
but i see through your fake pretend
as soon as i get a whiff
like mist to me u dont exist
smile in your face
wana take your place
they want to use you
they will abuse you
verbally, mentally and phisically
untill finally
im not there no more
and for sure
you will see in the end
you'll miss me as a friend
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The Wrong Love
 
the wrong love is like falling down a pit
that has no end
you just want to die
its so hard living a lie
when the person by your side
is the enemy in disguise
u thought she had your heart
but was there to tear it apart
i should have known from the start
when i made her go
i should have known
she was not my own
it broke my heart to pieces
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This Isnt How It Should Be Cant U See
 
lies lies lies
spies in front our very eyes
but a good spy
who has set a prescadent for the youth
to always let the truth
but hes a man
he made a stand
pollution on a massive scale
how they play
with our environment every day
and the bees disappearing so we cant see
but we do need them nature to succeed
but because of greed
pollution of our sea's
destroying trees
think about the next generation
a super nation
takes care of its children
doesn't force mothers into prostitution
doesn't give a child a gun
he'll end up in prison
but they have their system
because of the television
they killed all the terrorist
so there's no longer a threat
yet everyday there are more deaths
is this the progress
and democracy they wanted to set
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To My Daughters
 
to my beautiful baby girls
given to me by mother earth
you are more precious
than diamonds and pearls
 
ive heard
that the earth
rejoiced at my daughters birth
ive given her what she deserved
and the earth's worth
 
to trust in me
four babies you see 1) Petrona 2) Jayda 3) Daja 4) Eva
who I love for eternity
the joy I feel
as a daddy you would never believe
 
when I look into their eyes
when I get to see them smile
these moments last me a lifetime
they will always be mine
until the end of time
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Trancended
 
like malcolm prior to going to mecca
my mind needed to tranced further
to the furmaments
to the celestrial waters
eye opened my I
and looked deep inside
to see what was always mine
from the beginning of time
back further past kush
i passed along the nile
before she turned red inside
blood in her eye
this they do not teach the young child
black power survive
never support this new modern lie
the power of the word
will always be heard
to every corner of the earth
because u cannot contain
what you cannot obtain yet is within
the power of the trinity
something like a cool breese
that you cannot see
but you will always feel
mother earth is with me
i follow the laws of the whombiverse
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Understanding
 
How can someone say they love you
yet they do not try to understand you
its because they have their own views
or else they would understand you
try to do
everything needed to do
to be with you
thats what love should do
she should stay true
to you
love you
and not say you do
actions speak louder than words
and we are living in a world
that to me is obserd
i feel like im the only one who feels the word
like im the only one who heard
the voice from up high
a voice in the sky
that will always be by myside
i may not be
able to see
but something is always with me
ever since my eyes were at my feet
i felt it deep
something i cannot understand
cause i am a man
but all i have to do is ovastand
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Unpredictability Of Life
 
the only thing about life is the unpredictability of everything
as soon as i feel i have everything under control
nature has a funny way of reminding me
that i am not in control
and the only thing i can do
is to let time flow
and in the end it shows
you the very truth in reality
as things are meant to be
i want to take control
but like sand in the hour glass
it flows
out of my hands
i must be a glutton for pain
i'm sure i'm insane
cause i keep picking the same
over and over again
but the sun does come
after the rain
i ask god to forgive me
for the things he's seen
i was only trying to survive
sorry to my wife
i wanted you by my side
but what we do to each other is not right
but iv'e lived a wonderful life
one thing about me
and the whole world can see
i'm real
i can make a dream reality
just enjoy every moment
live in it
but if the glass breaks
its fate! ! ! !
which is never a mistake
for me my life has been
literally a dream
and i can only thank God the master
the father
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he is my teacher
and i am a follower! ! ! ! ! !
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Unseen To Man
 
unseen to man
is the universe masterplan
its so clear as the sky
keep smog out the sky
do not hurt her eyes
and make her cry
her veins
are the streams
the fresh water
we need
by any means
we breath through out lungs
the trees of the earth
for what it all worth
stop the hurt
she feels it deep in her hearth
that all this oil has polluted
this is the truth
she cannot breath
if you could only feel as me
if we really were one
like it was when she begun
to breath life into you
how soon
you turn your back
on who was there for you
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Ups And Downs In Life
 
u gota give thanks
everytime u fall
u learn through it all
you will learn to stand tall
I give thanks for the rain
I give thanks for the pain
I am now supercharged in my vains
the dna of a god king
manifesting again and again
words in my brain
that I cannot explain
diagrams names
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Victims Of The System
 
the greatest tragedy to reach man
which we didn't even understand
as a child i was wild
no guidance by my side
my greatest resource was my mind
we need focus
someone to show us
to get the best productivity
be all i could be
but the tragedy
was watching the tv
taking their vision
into my mental cerebrum
their lies and deception
they used music
to trick
i didnt understand it
but now i see
it so very clearly
we lost our way
many no longer say the day
they have gone away
six feet deep
and to those who'll never be free
like my friend Ali
lost in the street
we did meet
but the tragedy
was he had nobody
and ended up in jail
where he felt he should stay
for why would he kill for five dollars that day
its the greatest deception
still in our land
most dont ovastand
because u must be mentally free
in order to suceed.
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Walking With The Lord
 
I was walking with god my whole life
even when i knew i wasn't doing right
but he was with me every night
some times i may not have survived
if i didn't have the lord in my life
there was always something there like a conscience
that would say no
and i would obey and not go
some i know
didn't make it home
but thats the difference with walking with the spirit
he who feels it knows it loves it
so on this blessed day today
i just wanted to say
Thank You God for another day
you truely know a man's heart
you have been there since the start
i remember aunt leen opened that book apart
she showed me pictures
and wonders
but i was your power over her
thank you for your word
which was what i heard
that became apart of me
a spirit indeed
to watch over me
and i thank thee
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War From America
 
america the great
that eats off every plate
they want the whole cake
no matter your fate
they are fueled by hate
that cannot be replaced
they kill everyday
they send their children to war
send them off very far
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War On The Mind
 
so all this time
the war was about our subconscious mind
to power of the conscious
so they mislead us
and made us create a heaven and a hell
within our mind
cause it would change everything in time
create a new life
but the conscious are awaken
and will never be shaken
we come back like every season
we are the reason
for everything
they gave them so many different books
to come to so many differnt views
and some chose to choose
how to live
and what to do
mental slaves to the religion
that was their mission
but what is a trees religion
that has been here since the beginning
apart of the earth
in the dirt
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War Why War
 
people do not have food
people do not have schools
yet there is money for countries to fight
bombs drop all night
mercenaries on both sides
taking lives
babies have died
and no one ask why
or even try
all they care is what is going on in their lives
well I am a humanitarian against war
no matter what its for
peoples mindset must change
or everything will stay the same
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We Suffer To Learn
 
Why gods people suffer
It's a test of character
To kno how strong u are
But I'm a shining star
I live on earth
But operate in my own world
Cause people are obserd
They will lie
Then sleep beside
You at night
They say I lov u
But I watch what they do
Words are for the birds
Even tho I do listen
But I dnt pay attention
Not to mention
The ultimate question
Wil I go to heaven
I'm only worried about my salvation
People dnt get it
The little things they sweat it
And dnt forget it
Well that's their business
I've forgiven myself
Like the bible said
It's only it and my spirit
I listen to it
Jason M Callender
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What Life Takes
 
If you truely want success
you have to strive to be the best
put yourself to the test
number two is not an option
first understand you are the one
and there is no competition
even though i'm not in a race
i move at my own pace
no one can make me make
a mistake
i alone will take
my time
sleep is the friend of death
so until my last breath
i will do my best
up at six yes
to make some progress
put my mind to the test
continue down this lonely road
cause only i follow my code
like a samurai
i live a lonely life
studying to be the best
and pass every test
of the mind
commit every crime
until the world is mine
an outcast since the beginning of time
because i follow my mind
and question why
so i survive
with my weapon by myside
we ride
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What Makes U A Shame Of Being Black
 
what makes u a shame of being black
it is intelligence you lack
it is the melanin in your skin
from whence it begin
the dna flowing through your veins
is all that remains
of the names
from Giza we proclaimed
a mighty victory
that is seen through the century
which now they want to destroy and bury
but it will forever be in my memory
so today i tell its story
of a mighty people with knowledge from Kush
there is no burning bush
The temple of the sun
from which life begun
with a new era
that will last forever
Selassie I is the father
and in this era
there will not be another!
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What Turns A Raw Stone To  To A Work Of Art
 
the pressure of the earth
stones and the dirt
chemical and physical manifestation
feel their vibration
minerals and qualities from their structure
from our earth mother
she gives birth
deep within the earth
the colors show their worth
sining bright in the sunlight
as well as at night
as the light
is absorbed through mental
as well as spiritual
like our physical bodies
and etheric body
supplies us with energy
an emotional body
through the energyfield
we are concept of thought
manifested in physical consciousness
trying to understand our process
life is everywhere
even in the air
its not just what you see
but what is reality
the free flow of energy
life's order
and makeup structure
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Whatever
 
why is it the people who are by your side
are the ones ready to stab u in the back with a knife
you show them love
and what do they do
embarrass you
backstab you
hurt you
lie right in your eye to you
deceive you
turn on you
its an evil world
and to be good is absurd
sometimes it hurts
but i stay in my zone
all alone
i wont tell my secrets
you feel me
i will never
intentionally hurt or deceive me
to my face
i'll never lie
and ill never as myself why! ! ! ! ! !
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Whats A Black Life Really Worth
 
What to me
has been the worlds greatest tragedy
was not getting to see
what black men were meant to be
with no jobs
young youth rob
turn off how u feel
just to steal
to get something to eat
for some it hurts
right from birth
whats a black life really worth
police brutality in the street
your back they beat
then they meet greet
and see if any killed somebody
but this was not our destiny
we were meant to be free
but foreign principalities
which are our enemy
deny us this our right
so we sleep cold at night
fighting for our life
sleeping under street lights
with everyone in the white house sleep tight
what about the girls in the street
have no where to sleep
selling their body
the government flooded where we live
with all the wrong things
where should i begin
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Whats Life Worth
 
whats life really worth
if you come to earth
and never give birth
you will never know love
until you have little ones
where my love begun
when i hear my daughters voice
it leaves me no choice
to succeed
by any means
i love their smile
i need them in my life
and think about them all night
don't ever want see them cry
im'a comfort her keep her by my side
my child my life
ain't nothing else right
some out in the world
they search for fortune and fame
i just love to hear my daughter say my name
keep her by  my side
i stare at her all night
i'm here to protect her
to me that's being a father
now you know what i live for
my daughters
 
i have no greater joy or acomplishment other than my daughters! ! ! ! ...
Dedicated to Petrona Callender
            Jayda Callender
            Daja Callender
            Eva Callender
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Which Way To Go Red Green And Yelllow
 
many many roads
but which way to go
i never follow
but i saw red green and yellow
yellow was as clear as day
what can i say
Selassie I the gateway
the green is for the trees
save the bees which we need
desperately need to see
that the same blood runs through you
runs through me
we are one
from time begun
there is no separation
but in the mind
we are all mankind
so be kind
do not be intentionally unkind
make someone smile
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Who Be Unto Thee
 
that think that materiality
and use money
to be with somebody
that wont work in reality
because now u have no personality
and that's a turnoff see
you must have character
be a show stopper
intelectual narrator
who is also a helper
and never a hater
be a innovator
try to make a change
dont just follow the same
make your own name
Jason M Callender
there will never be another
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Why
 
why why why
must so much blacks die
why why why
do so many mothers have to cry
mike brown was shot down
on the ground
Eric Garner was also held down
untill they could not hear a sound
took us from our motherland
with your great masterplan
so we would not understand
where we come from
but i had a vision
they want us in submission
they must teach us a lesson
why so many youth today
are going astray
becoming gay
so they can never have a baby
woman and woman
man and man
a abomination
to the motherland
here to be fruitful and multiply
they deny
the very meaning of life
the technology revolution
gave way to prostitution
women we need a solution
ladies sell their soul
for a little dough
why stoop so low
if u only know
which where to go
find your way down the fork in the road
follow right
live right
so u can see another night
and morning light
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a new weapon called AIDS
what can i say
people give it to each other every day
like a game people play
but i lost a friend today
and i see how the weapon is used
to subdue
and eventually kill you
while you take a few
maybe one or two
kill kill kill you!
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Why Love
 
I do not seek love
that moment only lasts a second,
its the aftermath! ! !
eternal damnation
because of one night! ! !
love makes you weak
till you cannot see
confusion because of seduction
its the master manipulation
how easy it is for love
to turn to hate
love is replaced
with a vengence to illiminate
this is what we create
so then guard your soul
the best way you know
or you will go
down the rabbit hole
of sorrow
dying before tomorrow
it kills slow
untill you go
all i hav ever known
ive noticed it from birth
it hurts
trees loose leaves
and so do we
but keep the roots firm
continue to learn
and dnt become a victim
trust me listen! ! !
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Wrong Relationships
 
some people are just not right
and need not be in your life
they make you get no sleep at night
they see everything as a problem
let me teach you about them
always negative
never positive
that's how they live
take take nothing to give
i build you up
every time you come around
every word out your mouth every sound
then you break me down
its not your fault
misguided thought
you are misguided to see
your powers do not work over me
the only way to get to me and set me free
comes from pure love from the heart
that comes from the start
or else life tears apart
then we can never ever
be together
never hurt one another
cause when you loose your lover
you will never find another!
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You Love Is All I Need
 
your love is all i need
you walk with me
you listen to me
and i clearly see
once i trust in thee
and focus clearly
you blessed me
with a lovely family
you know whats in my heart
youv'e been with me from the start
we are never apart
only you can change the hearts of men
amen amen amen
iv'e seen it time and time again
i know u hear
with the power of prayer
Jesus is my savior
it couldn't be any clearer
i only try to walk in his footsteps
and yes you are the word
and in the begininng was the word
and the word was god
and the spirit that lives within me
that keeps me alive
at night
till morning light
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Youare More Precious To Me Than The Sun
 
you are the light of my life
Petrona, Jayda, Daja, Eva, Jason Callender
you gave me the gift of life
i have gotten no greater joy in this life
my only wish was to keep you by myside
but planets collide
I'm sorry if I ever make a tear fall from your eye
you are my everything inside
you are my everything
from you is theonly joy from within
where could I begin
just so you know
I love you so
always know
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